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L I N E N  R A N G E



CAPSULE COLLECTION
We create a linen capsule collection every season based on our most

loved colours of the season. Often limited editions that are easily mixed

with our staple range - off-white, natural and black shades. 

 

Please follow us on IG to be updated on our latest seasonal colours or

contact us direct for colour updates or inspiration. 



Handmade, Just For You
Lumiere Shades are uniquely and lovingly handmade

by our beautiful Balinese artisans, perfectly

encapsulating the essence of our why with our how.

The detailing in our shades is carefully considered to

ensure that they are unique in every way.

All of our shades are thoughtfully designed to be

timeless and elegant, built to last with sustainable

materials of rattan, cotton and linen.

This process takes time and meticulous craftsmanship.

Creating our shades with hands, not machines, means

that no two Lumiere Shades are exactly the same. 

By using only beautiful linens and cottons, our shades

create a wonderous, ambient light throughout any

room of the house. 



Our Promise
Natural fabrics

Pantone and Colour

matching

Slow and conscious 

manufacturing

Original  

textile designs



R U S T K H A K I B L A C K

O F F  W H I T EP U R E  W H I T ET A U P E

H U S K

S E E D  P R I N T

AVAILABLE COLOURS



PICK YOUR SHADE



Our Empire shade, a classical spherical

design popularised in the early 1960's.

Empire shade is defined by its close

woven rattan frame and linen fabric,

embodying texture, simplicity and the

warmth of defused light, perfect for

commercial and residential spaces.

S H A D E

Empire



Luna
Our linen Luna shape draws 

inspiration from the ultimate 

night light - the moon.

 

Its subtle and graceful form is 

perfect for a warm and welcoming 

lighting. Pair it with other Lumiere 

Shades or feature it on its own, this 

shade is sure to make your space 

glow like a moonlit sky.

S H A D E



Our linen Dome shape is specially 

designed to create extra depth.

With the beautiful linen, its shape 

gives this shade a natural, stylish 

look as it spreads a soft, even light 

in any corner of the house.

S H A D E

Dome



Our linen Metro shape is one of our 

most striking and popular shades in 

the collection.

Made in beautiful linen, it brings 

instant warmth and softness, which is 

perfect for the bedroom, living room 

or any space of the home. 

S H A D E

Metro



Our linen Parlour shape is the pop of 

life your bedroom or living room needs. 

Handmade with rattan and beautiful 

linen, it spreads an even light that 

makes the space feel warm and 

welcoming. Hang on its own or cluster 

together for maximum impact. 

S H A D E

Parlour



Our Folie shape is truly one-of-a- 

kind, adding a stylish element to 

any home décor.

 

Simple, yet sophisticated, it allows 

a diffused illumination and 

lustrous finish to brings instant 

warmth and softness to any room.

S H A D E

Folie



Our Louis shade may seem 

unassuming, but its presence makes 

any space feel effortlessly stylish.

Narrow at the top with a robust 

bottom, it works in synergy with the 

other furniture in its surroundings. Or 

with the right hue, it can be the 

centrepiece of any room.

S H A D E

Louis



The latest edition to our shade 

collection is the Labu shade.

 

Labu, meaning pumpkin, has a very 

unique shape, adding a little quickly feel 

to your space whilst still adding our 

signature warmth and softness.

 

It's the perfect shade to be hung over a 

dining table, bedroom or living space.

S H A D E

Labu



Pod
Wide hallways and tall ceilings are 

beautiful on their own. However, the 

addition of a fixture can elevate it 

even more.

That's where our Pod shade comes 

in. The longer, slimmer shape can be 

hung on narrows stairways and front 

door entrances or smaller nooks to 

shine the light of the most 

underestimated area of the home.

S H A D E



Barely 
There

Our Barely There shade is all about 

making a statement. 

 

Its unique and airy design is 

handcrafted to make for one of the 

most striking lighting fixtures at 

Lumiere Shades. With a flip of the 

switch, the light spreads delicate 

rattan shape and creates exciting 

shadows in any space in the house.

S H A D E



TABLE LAMPS



Desa AtlasNoku
L A M P L A M PL A M P

Table lamps are are the

quiet achievers in the

home. Creating depth and  

interest with little pockets

of light around the room. 

Pop a table lamp on a side

table, bookshelf or any

dark corner of your home

and enjoy the glow.

MEET OUR TABLE LAMP COLLECTION



IG: @lumiere_shades   |   www.lumiereshades.com


